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Close your eyes when a Nnena song plays and, at least for a moment, you’ll be transported to 

the best part of a night out with your girls—that magical in-between time when everyone’s all 

dressed up for the function, but no one’s quite ready to leave the blissful environment of the pre-

game yet. From the opening notes of her new Loud Robot/RCA project, Bipolar AF, Nnena 

opens the door to listeners. Recounting specific chapters of her own past or dreaming about an 

uncertain future, she invites others to do the same. Sit down, grab a glass or a light, and join the 

cypher.  

 

The intimacy of Nnena’s music is no mistake. At the core of her songwriting is a commitment to 

honesty—even when it’s hard, inconvenient, or just plain awkward. There’s a pretty 

straightforward explanation for that: “People like to sugarcoat shit. I’m a blunt bitch,” she says 

with a laugh. But there’s a purpose to Nnena’s brazenness: “I’m trying to make you feel like shit 

is okay,” she adds. On songs like the 1st class-produced “Anxiety,” for example, that means 

singing with conviction and gravity about the isolation and self-doubt of being “a loner / with a 

bad bitch persona.”  

 

Bipolar AF is full of vignettes from Nnena’s life, scenarios and sentiments that will likely feel all 

too familiar for many listeners. But she relays these debacles with a warmth, humor, and finesse 

that almost make you forget how hard life can be. “I’ll make the worst situations funny,” says the 

first-ever signee to Loud Robot, the label from JJ Abrams’ Bad Robot Productions.  

 

For Nnena, working through heavy feelings in lyrics is therapeutic. “I’m happy that I have this 

form of doing it,” the singer says. “‘Cause it just made me think, What the fuck was I doing to 

release all of this shit before?” The Cleveland native, born Nnena Adigwe to Nigerian parents, 

never imagined herself having a career in music, but she’s not new to creative pursuits. Nnena 

credits some of her robust, descriptive storytelling impulses to her past screenwriting 

experience. A former basketball player, Nnena began writing comedic sketches during her 

college years. That soon led to working on more full-fledged projects—the kinds of works that 

needed soundtracking. Rather than pay exorbitant licensing fees, she tried her hand at making 

her own music. 

 

Like the skits she still sometimes shares on Instagram along with her freestyles, Nnena’s music 

reflects her eclectic influences. She remembers her father introducing her to powerful music 

across a range of styles: “Growing up, my dad would play everything—I’m talking about country, 

that rock shit, anything. I got a little old ear,” she says with a laugh. “I love Otis Redding, Queen 

Latifah, Miriam Makeba.” One artist—and genre—looms especially large for Nnena: “Lauryn Hill, 

she molded me the most. Just that neo-soul scene: Musiq Soulchild, Jill Scott,” she adds. Even 

the modern rappers she loves are those whose repertoires lean into poetry and the aesthetics of 

the neo-soul movement—MCs like J. Cole and Kendrick Lamar. 



 

On Bipolar AF, she channels joyful memories of those earlier days through the nostalgic 

“Rewind.” At once dreamlike and grounding, the Ben Oyortey Jr.-produced track lets her go 

back to the past and revisit happier times. Bipolar AF finds Nnena alternating between several 

moods. There’s the “happy-go-lucky side of Nnena” on “Mr. Loverman,” an uptempo party jam 

that sets the scene for the love connection described in the first half of “Tangerine Dream.” With 

production from Kizzo and Diztortion, “Mr. Loverman” sounds the way that locking eyes with a 

sexy stranger across the bar feels. On the opener, “Heart Moan,” the mood is more pensive, the 

air in the room heavier. Nnena’s yearning: “I just want to be in love now / Want to love sober, 

please show me how,” she sings to an imaginary lover. Produced by Kizzo, “Heart Moan” builds 

from gentle chords and dulcet vocals to more fast-paced raps throughout its run, but both 

modes underscore the longing in its lyrics. Written during quarantine, it’s the song that made 

Nnena think most about oldies, the kinds of records on which artists weren’t shy about the depth 

of their hearts’ needs. “Every girl want love, even the hardest bitches that try to act tough,” she 

says. “I feel like that's everybody's goal. Even the strongest man, that man want love.” 

 

And then, of course, there’s “Tangerine Dream,” the final track of Bipolar AF and one of Nnena’s 

personal favorites. Soulful and sultry, the song tells the story of a hookup gone comically awry, 

the kind of thing you can imagine a friend immediately FaceTiming you from her car to 

discuss—or, conversely, waiting until she’s a couple shots deep to paint a vivid picture for the 

whole crew. The track starts off sexy enough: “Then I met this new nigga / looked like Idris Elba 

son / Dry spell getting broke tonight,” Nnena sings excitedly. But then she transitions to the 

unexpected, well, climax of the encounter. At the time of the real-life incident that inspired the 

lyrics, Nnena was mortified: What could’ve gone from a serendipitous dance-floor meeting to a 

sensual romp got interrupted by a very unwelcome visitor. With delicate production from John 

Bryant Scherer and undeniably comedic writing, “Tangerine Dream” flips the shame of that 

scene—for Nnena, and also for listeners. Jokes aside, Nnena hopes it sends at least one 

important message: “I don't want other girls to feel alone.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 


